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• Gymnasium, Germany 

Materials originally developed for: 
Linguistic requirements 

 

 

• from 9th grade / 14 years and older 

 

Class and age of learners: 

 

 

• English 

CLIL Language: 

 

 

• B1 

Average CEFR-Level: 
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• Self-efficacy / learner autonomy 

• Student self-assessment 

• Emotional awareness and teamwork 

Additional Soft Skills: 

 

 

 

 

• History, Geography, Social Sciences 

• trans-disciplinary concepts: action competence; change of perspectives; 

education for sustainable development; historic awareness; human rights 

education; methodological competence; reflection of own behaviour 

Disciplinary Subjects and Specific 
Disciplinary Concepts Addressed:  



History,Geography&SocialSciences

ExploringtheWorldofWork
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Adidas
FamilyBusiness
TurnedGlobal
Player

Lesson Sequence
for  Secondary
Schools
History,Geography & Social
Sciences  (From year 9,14 years
and older)
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Notes fortheTeacher
Linguistic requirements: The materials are designed for

students at the intermediate to advanced level (year 9 and

up, B1 on the CEFR global scale for ‘easy’ level tasks, B2 for

‘advanced’ level tasks).

Technical requirements: This resource for digital learning in

CLIL classes is optimised for individual use with tablet

computers or other mobile devices. A stable and fast

in t e r n e t connect ion is s trongly recommended .

Headphones are suggested to allow students to play

videos and other multimedia content at their own pace.

How to work with the materials: The materials are designed

in such a way that students can work on the tasks

individually, in pairs as well as in small groups. Suggested

learning arrangements are indicated by the following

symbols:

work on your own

specific methods (e.g. interpreting maps
and

Attention to diversity: Different levels of difficulty, both in

terms of language and content, are offered. Students can

decide for each task which level suits them best. Colours

indicate the levels:

E

easy

I

intermediate

A

advanced

Developing subject literacies: Tasks are designed to foster

subject literacies in Geography and Biology. Subject-

climate

graphs) and interdisciplinary skills (e.g. learning new

words and terminology) are systematically developed,

supported by CLIL Skills tutorials.

Reflexive learning: At the end of a unit, students get

together in mixed groups containing students who have

dealt with different task levels to exchange and reflect on

their learning progress. Thus, students can contribute

different aspects of a topic. Some of the activities used

here, such as 3-2-1 RIQ (3 recalls, 2 insights, 1 question), a

r e i n s p i r e d b y N e w L e a r n i n g m e t h o d o l o g y.

(www.newlearningonline.com).

cooperate in pairs

work in small groups (3-4 students)
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1. Introduction
Adidas – A Global Player

In this introduction, we will discover what
it means to be a global player by tracing
and mapping the company’s supply chain.

back nextGo to Unit 1 2 3 4
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1. Introduction
Adidas – A Global Player

In this introduction, we will discover what
it means to be a global player by tracing
and mapping the company’s supply chain.

back next
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1. Introduction
Adidas – A Global Player

In this introduction, we will discover what
it means to be a global player by tracing
and mapping the company’s supply chain.

There is a long process between the inception of a design, that 

is, the initial idea, to the moment of a shoe’s completion.

While the designers might invent a new shoe in the Adidas 

headquarters in Germany, the many steps in the production 

process and the acquisition of materials (=the supply chain)  

might take place somewhere else.

back next
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1. Introduction

Adidas – A Global Player

Together with a partner, your task is to trace andmapthe company’s supply chain and thereby answer the question what it means

to be a global player. These steps might help you:

a) Conduct some online research on Adidas’ supply chain. A few good websites to start are featured on the next slide.

b) Use Google Earth or Google Maps to locate these places and trace the journey of an Adidas product from its inception in

Herzogenaurach, Germany to the Adidas store closest to your hometown. The next slides show you how to do that.

c) Based on your findings, create your own short definition of the term “global player”.

back next
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1. Introduction

Online Research - starting points:

- Anthony Grahame (2019): What Countries  

Manufacture Adidas?  https://careertrend.com/info-
8187202-countries- manufacture-adidas.html

- Adidas Shoe Commodity Chain  

https://adidasshoescommoditychain.wordpress.com/ processing-
of-raw-materials/

- Adidas Supply Chain Approach

https://www.adidas-group.com/en/sustainability/ managing-
sustainability/human-rights/supply-chain- approach/#/

How to mark locations and draw 
paths in Google  Earth

- go to a location; click “add place mark” in the toolbar

at the top and enter a place mark name; if you want to

change the icon, click the button to the right of the name

field

- click “add path” in the toolbar at the top; give the

starting point an appropriate name; to draw the path, left-

click along the path you want to create (the more points

you add the more accurate the path will be) until you

have reached the destination; click “OK” to finish the

path

These Youtube videos explains the process of addingplace marks:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtJ3o1fdmrQ

paths:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5coUxUXe9s

Tip: For more advice on how to understand (Youtube)

videos, see the CLIL Skill “Understanding (Youtube) Videos”

back next

Adidas – A Global Player
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Area Competence I can do
this easily  
and I am  
able to  
explain it to  
others.

I can do it,
but I still  
need some  
help.

I cannot do

it at all.

Content • I can analyse Adidas’ supply chain in terms of locations.

• I can trace and explain the journey of an Adidas product from its 

inception to  its production.

• I understand what it means to be a global player.

• I can define the term “global player” and apply it to Adidas.

Self-Assessment
Assess your learning process. Ask a friend or your teacher for feedback to see whether your self-

assessment matches their assessment of your learning progress.

1. Introduction. Adidas – A Global Player:

back next
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Area Competence I can do
this easily  
and I am  
able to  
explain it to  
others.

I can do it,
but I still  
need some  
help.

I cannot do

it at all.

Language • I can understand relevant information on websites.

• I can present and explain Adidas’ global supply chain.

• I can communicate about what they have learnt.

CLIL
Skills

• I can create a map of Adidas’ supply chain with Google Maps / 
Google Earth.

1. Introduction. Adidas – A Global Player:
Self-Assessment
Assess your learning process. Ask a friend or your teacher for feedback to see whether your self-

assessment matches their assessment of your learning progress.

back next
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2. Adidas – A Local  
Manufacturer in a Wash 
Kitchen

In this unit, we will discover who started 
the  company Adidas and why.

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4back next
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2. Adidas – A Local  
Manufacturer in a Wash 
Kitchen

In this unit, we will discover who started
the  company Adidas and why.

back next
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You may already know some facts about the sports

brand adidas. Create a list: Note down what you know

about the history and founder of the company, who

they sponsor and which other facts you can think of.

When you have finished, compare your results with

the rest of the class.

Historyofthebrand FounderofAdidas Sponsoredevents Furtherfacts

2. Adidas – A Local  
Manufacturer in a Wash 
Kitchen

back next
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Your task

1. You will now get to know the founder of Adidas. Visit the company’s website to start reading

about Adi Dassler (up to the year 1970). While you are reading about him and the foundation

of the company, note down the most important aspects concerning the company’s beginnings,

Adi Dassler’s inventions and related events.

2. Create a mind map linking this information together - were there any events which helped

further Adidas’ success?

Access the company’s website via this link: https://www.adidas-group.com/en/group/history/

2. Adidas – A Local  
Manufacturer in a Wash 
Kitchen

E

back next
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2. Adidas – A Local  
Manufacturer in a Wash 
Kitchen
Your task

1. You will now get to know the founder of Adidas. Visit the company’s website to start reading about its

beginnings (up to the year 1970). While you are reading about him and the foundation of the company, note

down how the shoes (and later other items) where produced. Pay special attention to some of the images on

the website.

2. Create a mind map linking production methods to technical and economical developments you might know

about. The snapshots of history below might help you.

Access the company’s website via this link: https://www.adidas-group.com/en/group/history/

I

back nextall images: https://www.adidas-group.com/en/group/history/
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2. Adidas – A Local  
Manufacturer in a Wash 
Kitchen
Your task

1. You will now get to know the founder of Adidas. Visit the company’s website to start reading about Adi Dassler

(until his death in 1978). While you are reading about him and the foundation of the company, note down the most

important aspects concerning the company’s beginnings, Adi Dassler’s inventions and related events.

2. Conducting an interview with Mr Dassler: Your task is to imagine, plan and conduct a fictional interview with Mr

Dassler (ca. 20 min). You can work in two groups: one who will prepare Mr Dassler’s role, the other who will prepare

the journalist’s role. To help you plan this interview:

• Imagine how he would tell the story of his early successes to a journalist. Remember to stay within his time and

refrain from asking questions relating to the current developments of this company.

• Think of questions/answers concerning

• his ideas behind developing shoes,

• obstacles he might have had to overcome,

• whether be believed he was doing right by the workers in the factory

• what his plans were etc.

back next

A
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2. Adidas – A Local Manufacturer in a 
Wash Kitchen:  Reflection

Your task

1.Get together in groups or work with the whole class. Revisit the table you created at

the beginning and see if you can complete it using the information you now have as a

group.

2.Think about what you now know and reflect on the historical background and the

conditions under which the company was founded.

- Exchange your views as to which information was surprising for you.

- Then, formulate questions that you still might have and wish to ask Adi Dassler.

- Note down these questions and revisit them during the next lessons. At the end,  

ensure that all of the questions have been answered.

back next
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Area Competence I can do
this easily  and 
I am  able to  
explain it to  
others.

I can do it,
but I still  
need some  
help.

I cannot 
do

it at all.

Language • I can read and understand the information regarding the company's
beginnings provided on the company’s website.

• I can imagine how Mr Dassler would have told his own story and 
engage in  ficticious dialogue.

• I can critically reflect on the social conditions at the time the 
company was  founded and put myself into the position of a critical 
journalist.

• I can remember and link my ideas about the founding years of 
Adidas.

CLIL Skills • I can describe and interpret events and have gained a critical insight 
into socio-historical conditions.

2. Adidas – A Local Manufacturer in a Wash Kitchen:
Self-Assessment
Assess your learning process. Ask a friend or your teacher for feedback to see whether your self-

assessment matches their assessment of your learning progress.

back next
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3. The Structural  
Transformation of a 
Global  Player

In this unit, we will look closely at the
economic development of the company,
which started out as a local manufacturer
and has become a global player.

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4back next
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3. The Structural  
Transformation of a 
Global  Player

In this unit, we will look closely at the
economic development of the company,
which started out as a local manufacturer
and has become a global player.

back next
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3. The Structural 
Transformation  of a Global 
Player

?

Established in 1949

Workers: 47 (all in Herzogenaurach)

Products: sports shoes

How did Adidas manage to transform from a local wash kitchen 

manufacturer (somebody who produces goods for sale) to a globally 

operating, multi-billion dollar company?

Is this a success story for everybody?

As of 2020
Workers: 60,000 in seven locations
Products: various types of sports gear (shoes, clothes,  
supplies) + street wear
Revenue: > €23.6 billion

back next
?
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3. The Structural Transformation  of a Global Player

?

Your task

Trace the company’s transformation from 1949 to 2019 by creating a line graph.

Differentiate between the perspectives of thecompanyand its employees to indicate 

whether the development has been positive or negative for either group.

There are several steps (A-D) to follow to complete this task.

back next
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3. The Structural Transformation  of 
a Global Player

Step A - Preparation

1) Have a look at items a - n. Distinguish items primarily relevant for the company from those  

primarily relevant for its employees. You may colour-code them or create a list. Some items  

might be relevant for both groups.

2) Discuss your ideas with a partner. Update your list or colour-coding according to the results  

of your discussion.

3) Share your decisions with the whole group.

Click here to access items a - d.

Click here to access items e - h.

Click here to access items i - l.

Click here to access items m - n.

back next
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3. The Structural Transformation  of a Global Player

Step B - Creating the Line Graph

1) Work with a partner. Decide on one of the perspectives, company or employees.

2) Arrange the items in chronological order and locate these items on a timeline from 1949 to  

2019. You may use your notes and the websites from module 2.

3) Decide for each item whether its meaning is very positive (++), positive (+), neutral (0),  

negative (-) or very negative (—) for the group.

4) Combine the information from 2) and 3) in one graph. You may simply write down the letter of  

the item in the graph or be creative and design a unique graph. The items have to be  

recognisable.

5) Connect the individual items by drawing a purple line if you focused on the company’s  

perspective or by drawing an orange line if you focused on the employees’ perspective.

Tip: For more advice on creating line graphs,
see the CLIL Skill “Creating a Line Graph”.

back next
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3. The Structural Transformation  of 
a Global Player

Step C - Completing the Graph & Presenting Your Solutions

1) Find a pair who have created a graph for the other group.

2) Explain your line graph to them and answer their questions should they have any.

3) Complete your graph by copying the other group’s line into your own figure.

4) Prepare to present the complete line graph to the whole class. In your short presentation,  

answer the questions posed in the beginning of this module (How did Adidas manage this  

transformation? Is it a success story for everybody?). As a group, be ready to answer any  

questions your fellow students might have.

5) As listeners, be ready to comment on the presenters’ solution. Do you agree or disagree with  

their solution? Why, why not?

Tip: For more advice on describing line graphs,
see the CLIL Skill “Describing a Line Graph”.

back next
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3. The Structural Transformation  of 
a Global Player

Step D - Predicting the Future

The pandemic which started in 2019/2020 was an unexpected event with profound  

consequences for everybody, Adidas included. While the company was not spared economic  

setbacks, CEO Rorsted had prepared a few scenarios and thus Adidas survived the crisis.

Leaders of companies tend to ponder both best-case and worst-case scenarios. They also try to 

make projections into the future based on current trends (called ‘trend scenarios’).

Now it’s your and your partner ’s turn!

Ready? Choose one of the levels:

We were born
ready. Challenge
accepted!

Predicting the future is 
tough, but we’ll give it a
try.

back next

A
E
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3. The Structural Transformation  of 
a Global Player

Step D - Predicting the Future

The pandemic which started in 2019/2020 was an unexpected event with profound 

consequences for everybody, Adidas included. While the company was not spared economic 

setbacks, CEO Rorsted had prepared a few scenarios and thus Adidas survived the crisis.

1)Continue the line graph for either the company or its employees. Fill in items o, p, and qwith 

ideas for an extremely positive (+++) scenario, an extremely negative (- - -) scenario, and a 

trend scenario (continuing the latest course), respectively.

E

Click here to access items o - q.

back next
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3. The Structural Transformation  
of a Global Player

Step D - Predicting the Future

The pandemic which started in 2019/2020 was an unexpected event with profound  consequences 

for everybody, Adidas included. While the company was not spared from  economic setbacks, CEO 

Rorsted had prepared a few scenarios and thus Adidas survived the  crisis.

Choose either 1) or 2).

1) Continue the line graph by filling in items o, p, and q with ideas for an extremely positive (+++)  

scenario, an extremely negative (- - -) scenario, and a trend scenario (continuing the latest  course), 

respectively. Create at least one scenario which has the same effect on both groups,  and one 

scenario which has different effects on both groups, company and/or employees.

2) Continue the line graph by filling in items o, p, and q with ideas for an extremely positive (+++)  

scenario, an extremely negative (- - -) scenario, and a trend scenario (continuing the latest  course), 

respectively. Each item must have the same effect on both groups, company and  employees.

A

Click here to access items o - q.
back next
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3. The Structural Transformation  
of a Global Player

Step E - Reflect on your learning process

What was it like using the method of a line graph and the scenario technique in this unit?  

Form a buzz group and discuss the following aspects:

- Describe it (features, traits, steps, composed of…)

- Compare it (similar to, different from…)

- Associate it (made you think of…)

- Analyse it (advantages, disadvantages, limits)

- Apply it (how can it be applied to other topics)

- Argue for or against it (support your position)

back next
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3. The Structural Transformation  

of a Global Player

Items a-d

Adidas to open high-tech factory in 
Germany
It’s back to “Made in Germany” for Adidas. 23 years
after closing down most of its production sites at
home, Adidas opens a new high-tech factory in
Germany. According to insiders, robots are to take
over shoe production at this site.

Spiegel (journal) - May 
2016

a

Incredible! Steffen has been working at the local
Adidas factory since he left school. He represents
the third generation in his family working for the
company, but now his job is being outsourced to
China, along with several hundred other jobs.

b

d
c

Adidas 
production 
facilities as
of  2019 ht
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74%

17%

9 %

Europe
theAmericas  
Asia

Adidas launches the biggest marketing
campaign in its history, featuring stars like 
Lionel Messi, David Beckham, and Katy Perry.

https://www.adidas-group.com/en/media/news-archive/press-releases/ 2011/adidas-all-launching-biggest-

marketing-campaign-brands-history/back next
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3. The Structural Transformation  
of a Global Player
Items e-h

f

A true global player, Adidas is now represented on
five continents. Competing on the global market,
the company tries to maximise profit by designing
production chains as cos t - effect ively as
pos s ible. A s a r es ult , many manufacturing
steps are being outsourced to low-cost
production countries.

e

José has not heard of his cousin Marco in two
weeks now. Normally, they meet every Friday
evening for some catching-up. But ever since
Marco started his job for this German shoe
company, he has worked long hours and has not
found time for his family.

g

nextback

h

Since its flotation, Adidas shares have
consistently increased their value. Had you
invested 10,000€ in Adidas shares, you would be a
wealthy person, owning more than 300,000€ in
2019.

Adidas and Nike facing new accusations

While preparing for the upcoming marketing battle
in the wake of the FIFA world cup in Japan and
South Korea, both companies are confronted with
accusations regarding inhumane working
conditions in their factories in Indonesia.

Spiegel (journal) - May
2002
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3. The Structural Transformation  
of a Global Player

Items i-l

i

In 1985, Adi Dassler’s son, Horst, takes over the
company. He diversifies the brand and establishes it
on the global market. As a result, Adidas produces
280.000 pairs of sports shoes per day, which amounts
to 60% of the company’s revenue. There are 10.500
people working for the company, 4.500 of which are
Germans.

nextback

j

Adidas’ executive board now consists of six individuals,
two of which are Germans. Under Danish CEO Kasper
Rorsted, the company has adopted a “Key City
Strategy”, focusing on global key cities in trendsetting,
development and distribution: New York City, Los
Angeles, London, Shanghai, Paris, and Tokyo.

l

In 1992, the company’s new home, “World of Sports”,
opens in Herzogenaurach, just a stone’s throw from
the humble origins of Adidas.

The compound expands gradually over the following
years.

Adidas closes high-tech factory in 
Germany
The shoe factory in Ansbach, Germany, was considered
a successful homecoming story by many. Not even 5
years into its existence, “Made in Germany” is over.

k Spiegel (journal) - November 
2019
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3. The Structural Transformation  
of a Global Player
Items m-q

o

+++

scenario

p

- - -

scenario

q

trend 

scenari

o

m

For the first time in 10 years, Elise dares to be optimistic
about the future of her family. After losing her husband in
the war, she struggled to provide for her two small
children. However, now she has secured a job in the shoe
factory and things aren’t looking as dire anymore.

n

The miracle of Bern - Germany’s national football team
spectacularly wins the World Cup against the powerhouse
Hungary, thanks to a late goal by Helmut Rahn - wearing
Adidas shoes.

back next

https://www.adidas-group.com/en/group/history/
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Area Competence I can do
this easily  and 
I am  able to  
explain it to  
others.

I can do it,
but I still  
need 
some  
help.

I cannot 
do

it at all.

Content • I am aware of the consequences of Adidas’ rapid growth and 
transformation

into a global player for both the company and its employees.

• I can analyse critical moments in the transformation of Adidas.

• I can assess the effects of those critical moments for both the 

company and  its employees.

• I can explain and illustrate these effects in terms of a line graph.

Self-Assessment
Assess your learning process. Ask a friend or your teacher for feedback to see whether your self-

assessment matches their assessment of your learning progress.

3. The Structural Transformation of a Global Player:

back next
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Area Competence I cando
thiseasily  
and Iam  
able to  
explain it to  
others.

I cando it,
but I still  
need
some  help.

I
cannot
do

it at all.

Language • I can understand items representing critical moments in the transformation of Adidas.

• I can talk about a chronology of events.

• I can talk about the effects of certain events on the company and on its

employees, both in the past and in the future.

• I can communicate about what I have learnt.

CLIL
Skills

• I can create and describe a line graph.

• I can create different future scenarios for the development of Adidas as a  global 

player.

3. The Structural Transformation of a Global Player:
Self-Assessment
Assess your learning process. Ask a friend or your teacher for feedback to see whether your self-

assessment matches their assessment of your learning progress.

back next
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4. Global Player –

Global  Responsibility

Inthis unit,we will discover what it means  
for a global player to take responsibility  

throughout the supply chain and to ensure  

sustainable production.

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4back next
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Take a minute to note down 
five things that are 

important to you when 
buying a new pair of 

sneakers. Then, compare
your list with your

neighbour’s.

4. Global Player – Global Responsibility

back nexthttps://pixabay.com/photos/boots-sneakers-trade-1545268/
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4.GlobalPlayer– GlobalResponsibility

We will first discuss a number of problems that are caused by the fashion (and shoe) 

industry before we turn to how they can be solved and how companies and 

consumers can take responsibility.

1. Choose a topic:

E I’ll go easy and look at the cost of fast fashion.

I’m feeling a tiny bit adventurous and choose child labour.

I’mup for the challenge: The environmental impact of the fashion
industry it is!

back next

I

A
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4. Global Player – Global Responsibility

back next

Watch the first two minutes of this video. Prepare to explain to your classmates the term “fast 

fashion” and the problems it causes.

videos, see the CLIL Skill “Understanding (Youtube) Videos”

E

Tip: For more advice on how to understand (Youtube)

48



4.GlobalPlayer–
GlobalResponsibility

Examine the campaign ad and prepare to present it

to your classmates:

• What does it show?

• What problem does it address?

• How does it attract the viewer’s attention?

• What does the caption mean?

• What effect does it have on the viewer?

Learn more about the problem on the website of 

World Vision. Inform your partner about the issue.

images, see the CLIL Skill “Describing Images”.
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4.GlobalPlayer – GlobalResponsibility

1. Read this article on the environmental

impact of the (fast) fashion industry.

Make a top five list of the most 

interesting facts and provide some 

background information on these

facts.

A

back next
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4.GlobalPlayer– GlobalResponsibility

2.Form groups of three. Each member should be an expert on one of the above

topics: fast fashion, child labour or the environmental impact of the fast fashion

industry. Present your findings to the other members of your group.

3.Decide on the level of difficulty for the next task. Form new groups of three or

four with students who have chosen the same level.

With only a few 
hints we'll manage.

We like a good 
challenge!

Issues of sustainability 
are really complicated, 

but we'll give it a try.

AE I

back next
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In your group, discuss how the issues related to the global fashion industry that you have just dealt 

with relate to the three dimensions of sustainability.

Profit

economic sustainability

Aim: to ensure the future of the company

Planet

ecological sustainability

Aim: to preserve natural 
resources for future 

generations

People

social sustainability

Aim: to provide fair 
working/living

conditions

sustainability:

a form of economic activity
which does not operate at 
the costs of people living in
other parts of the world or 

of future generations. It 
means to balance economic,

social and ecological 
demands to preserve the

environment.

4.GlobalPlayer – GlobalResponsibility
E

back next
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1.Briefly discuss how the issues related to the global fashion industry that you have just dealt with relate to the  three dimensions of 

sustainability.

2. How can sneakers become more sustainable? Bearing in mind the sustainability issues you have just identified,

develop a more sustainable sneaker. It should balance the three dimensions of sustainability.

- Make suggestions using conditional sentences (type I): There currently is too much plastic used in the design of  the sneaker. If we reduce the 

amount of plastic, it may become more ecologically sustainable.

- Critically assess each suggestion: If we reduce the amount of plastic, the sneaker will become more expensive. If  the sneaker becomes more 

expensive, it may become less economically sustainable.

4.GlobalPlayer– GlobalResponsibility

Profit

resources for future 
generations

Aim: to provide fair

Planet People

working/living
conditions

back next

economic sustainability
Aim: to ensure the future of

the company

social sustainability
ecological sustainability

Aim: to preserve natural

I
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1.Briefly discuss how the issues related to the global fashion industry that you have just dealt with relate to the

three dimensions of sustainability.

2.Investigate how Adidas addresses these issues. Examine the following sources and assess to what extent 

Adidas‘ products are economically, ecologically and socially sustainable.

Source 1 Source 2 Source 3 (more difficult) Source 4 (expert)

Bear in mind: Some measures may be economically, but not socially or ecologically sustainable (and the 

other way around).

4.GlobalPlayer– GlobalResponsibility

next

Planet People

back

A
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Profit

resources for future 
generations

Aim: to provide fair

Planet People

working/living
conditions

economic sustainability
Aim: to ensure the future of

the company

social sustainability
ecological sustainability

Aim: to preserve natural



https://pixabay.com/photos/boots-sneakers-trade-1545268/

Reflect on your learning progress:

1. Revise: What environmental and social problems are caused by the globalised  

production of fashion/shoes? What does sustainability mean with regard to  

shoe production?

2. Look at the notes you made at the beginning of this unit. Would you change/  

add points?

3. Form small buzz groups. Discuss: Are consumers responsible for the  

conditions under which their sneakers are produced - or is it up to the  

companies producing them?

4.GlobalPlayer– GlobalResponsibility

back next
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Area Competence I can do
this easily  
and I am  
able to  
explain it to  
others.

I can do it,
but I still  
need some  
help.

I cannot 
do

it at all.

Content • I am aware of the consequences of (cheap/fast) fashion 
production in a globalised economy (all levels).

• I can analyse aspects of sustainability (economic, ecological,

social) in the  fashion industry using the example of Adidas (all 

levels).

• I can critically assess Adidas’s sustainability strategy (all levels).

• I can explain and illustrate the concept of sustainability (all 
levels).

Assess your learning process. Ask a friend or your teacher for feedback to see whether your self-

assessment matches their assessment of your learning progress.

4.GlobalPlayer– GlobalResponsibility:Self-Assessment

back next
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Area Competence I can do
this easily  
and I am  
able to  

explain it to  
others.

I can do it,
but I still  

need some  
help.

I cannot do

it at all.

Language • I can follow a video about the socioeconomic impact of fashion production

(easy).

• I can explain the core message of an advertisement on child/slave labour in the

fashion industry (intermediate).

• I can sum up the main points of an article about the environmental impact of the

fast fashion industry (advanced).

• I can communicate about what I have learnt (all levels).

CLIL Skills • I can describe images/interpret advertisements (all levels).

Assess your learning process. Ask a friend or your teacher for feedback to see whether your self-

assessment matches their assessment of your learning progress.

back next

4.GlobalPlayer– GlobalResponsibility:Self-Assessment
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CLIL Skills

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4back next
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CLIL Skills: Understanding (YouTube) Videos

Understanding authentic sources in a foreign language can be a difficult task. Here are

some tips on how understanding can be facilitated:

• Try the “closed caption” function to add English
subtitles:

• If you find it difficult to follow because the speaker speaks too 

fast, try slowing down the video:

• If you find it hard to understand some of the words and

nothing else works, you can change the language of the

subtitles by using the automatic translation function

in the settings menu:

back next
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Line graphs are ideal for describing trends and developments over time. Here is how you create a

line graph:

• First, you create a table. Draw the x- and y-axes and label them. The factor “time” should go along the

horizontal (i.e., the x-) axis.

• Make sure the x-axis sits in the centre of the y-axis. This allows you to include a positive and a

negative side and decide whether a situation or event has had a positive or negative impact.

• It might be a good idea to divide the x-axis evenly into time periods (e.g. 5 or 10 year periods).

• Don’t forget to include the key; this is a small box containing essential information on how to read

the graph.

CLIL Skills: Creating a Line Graph

++

+

0

-

- -
back next
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• A graph or line can “go up” or increase, grow, rise, soar, climb, exceed, … .

• If the contrary is the case, i.e., the line “goes down”, it decreases, drops, falls,
declines, plummets, plunges, depreciates, … .

• If it does both, it fluctuates or meanders; but if it stays consistent it remains the
same, it is stable or has stabilised, has levelled off, steady or constant.

• To add information, you can also describe HOW a line performs these trends:
dramatically, suddenly, steeply, gently, gradually, lightly, steadily, … (check a(n
online) dictionary for more adverbs).

CLIL Skills: Describing a Line Graph

back next
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CLIL Skills: Describing Images

back next

Phrases to describe and interpret the images:

The photo(s) show(s)… The one on the left/right shows…

The caption says… / The slogan of the campaign is…

The two images suggest/indicate a connection between … and

…

The message of the ad(vertisement) is… / The ad conveys the

message…

at the top

at the
bottom

caption

(on) the  
left
hand  
side

(on) the  
right
hand  
side

in the
foreground

in the
background

in the
centre
/ 
middle

Inmy opinion, the picture is effective /  conflicting…

The artist creates an atmosphere of… / The  picture

appeals to me / touches me because…

An element of the photo / poster indicates that /  has the

effect that …
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‘Teachers as designers of learning’ is a holistic

approach to the creative and inclusive planning,

organisation and evaluation of teaching and

learning in classrooms. It suggests that the goal

of 'learning events' - the processes leading to the

end point of a topic or theme in terms of what we

want our different learners to have learned and

experienced over a specific period of time - is in

fact the starting point. ‘Teachers as designers’,

therefore, systematically plan for how this end

goal will be achieved for all learners in different

ways. It is about much more than task design

and sequencing in individual lessons. And, in

bilingual classrooms it is about much more than

focussing on language tasks and the learning of

‘content’.

• All activities allow for inner differentiation:

• For all activities, there are up to three levels of difficulty in terms of

content and language

• CLIL skills pages scaffold learning processes

• The tasks allow for a variety of learning arrangements: individual

work, cooperative pair work and group work

• Some tasks cater to students’ different interests as they offer a choice

between different approaches to, and perspectives on, a topic

• Some tasks allow for individualised, creative solutions

• Students can individually choose the level of difficulty and the amount of

scaffolding

• During the entire unit, the teacher acts as a mentor and facilitator,

supporting individual learning where necessary.

ADiBE Principle #1:
Teachers as Designers

back next
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Since CLIL students are learning complex concepts

through a foreign language, CLIL classrooms must

be sure to provide safe spaces in which all voices

can be heard, regardless of each student’s level of

foreign language competence. CLIL classrooms

must encourage dialogue, interaction and

collaborative learning, giving all learners an

opportunity to share their own thoughts and

perceptions on all topics. Dialogic classrooms call

for mutual respect, with teachers adapting their

instructional activities so that all learners are

supported, thereby enhancing each student’s

individual capacity.

• The tasks support collaborative learning. Knowledge is

co- constructed in a dialogic and collaborative way:

• Tasks labelled are designed for cooperative pair work

• The label indicates group work or come-together 

phases at the end of a lesson that allow students working on 

different levels of difficulty to contribute and discuss their 

results.

• Language and methodological support is offered to support 

students’ interaction in the foreign language.

ADiBE Principle #2:  
Dialogic Classroom

back next
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The idea that it is important to make specialist or

‘vertical’ knowledge accessible in the classroom is

closely linked to Basil Bernstein’s work on the

sociology of education and pedagogic discourse. In

fact, teachers frequently break down abstract

‘vertical’ concepts by means of ‘horizontal’ talk, i.e.

translating them into everyday language to make

them more familiar and relevant to pupils’ lived

experience. However, they rarely do the opposite. That

is to say, teachers rarely teach pupils how to actively

navigate the formal discourse of vertical school

knowledge. This disadvantages learners who are less

good at picking up tacit rules by observation and/or

who are learning in a second language. Visible

pedagogy is necessary to create a more level playing-

field for all types of learners. Visible pedagogy makes

cognitive steps explicit and models the formal

language that is expected in examinations.

• Cognitive steps to completing a tasks are made

explicit through detailed instructions

• Students learn how to use geographical, historical, and

social terminology in discussing issues centred around

the transformation of Adidas

• Students transfer information from one genre of

communication to another, thereby shifting

registers.

ADiBE Principle 
#3:  Explicitness

back next
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Student‐centred, active, hands-on learning should 

be favoured in CLIL programmes, where learners 

take centre stage and become the protagonists of 

the teaching-learning process. Learner-centred 

methods/ approaches such as cooperative 

learning, task‐based language teaching,

project‐oriented work, or curricular integration

should be part and parcel of CLIL scenarios in 

order to cater for diverse learners and promote 

inclusion.

The tasks are designed to cater for diverse learners to

create inclusive learning environments:

• All tasks allow students to work at their own pace and

at a level of difficulty of their own choice. Thus, they

are encouraged to make autonomous decisions about

their learning process.

• Tasks are based on methods of cooperative learning

and foster learner autonomy through project work.

• Some tasks allow students to make a choice according to

their own interests.

• Some tasks allow students to be creative and

contribute unique solutions.

ADiBE Principle #4:  
Learner Centredness

back next
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By designing instruction that utilises a variety of

tasks deployed through a variety of modalities, we

quite naturally cater to diversity since multimodal

instruction not only accommodates individual

weaknesses but also engages and potentiates

individual abilities, competences and strengths. In

addition, within a multimodal framework, each task

can be optimised so to not only cultivate a multitude

of literacies, but also help students build academic

competences and develop “soft skills”. A multimodal

learning progression which uses an array of task

types deploying different modalities (texts, tables,

images, graphs, etc.) and which call for a variety of

interactions (individual, pair work, etc.) for different

purposes (negotiate meaning, email your friend, etc.)

cultivates not only multiple literacies but also

builds academic competence and develops “soft

skills”.

• Tasks are deployed through a great variety of

modes of meaning-making: auditive, visual,

linguistic modes are combined in videos, images,

models, graphs, and texts.

• By transferring information from one mode of

meaning- making to another (e.g. by verbalising a

model or a graph), multiple literacies are developed.

• The tasks envision a variety of interactions by

combining phases of individual work with cooperative

and collaborative pair and group work.

ADiBEPrinciple#5:  
Multimodality&Multiliteracy

back next
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Scaffolding refers to instructional techniques

used to move students progressively toward

stronger understanding and greater learning

independence.

Teachers provide successive levels of

temporary support that help students reach

higher levels of comprehension and skill

acquisition that they would not be able to

achieve without assistance. Like physical

scaffolding, the supportive strategies are

incrementally removed when they are no

longer needed, and the teacher gradually

shifts more responsibility over the learning

process to the student.

•Scaffolding is used on the language, method and

content level to support learning.

•Students can decide what amount of scaffolding

they need to complete a task.

•CLIL skills pages can be used as process scaffolds

as they give a step-by-step instruction how to

proceed.

ADiBEPrinciple#6:  
Scaffolding

back next
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Learning Objectives
RATIONALE

In order to ensure optimal learning outcomes, students should already be familiar with basic methods
of Geography, History and Social Sciences in their first language, such as working with timelines,
working with maps and locating places, describing (historical) images or interpreting graphs. They
should also have gained basic vocabulary in English to communicate about the workplace, economic
processes, historical events and sustainability.

Topic 
relevance

Globalisation processes have profoundly transformed economies around the globe, confronting
giants of the market with insurmountable challenges, while also sparking the ascend of small
companies to global significance. The teaching unit presented in this learning resource uses famous
German sports wear brand Adidas as an example to help students engage in questions of
globalisation, economic transformation, and sustainability. Many of the tasks are centred around
historical developments, but they also pay attention to current developments and challenges faced by
Adidas in the 21st century. Digital tools such as Google Earth are employed to foster an awareness of
how and where this global player operates. To further subject literacies in Geography, History, and
Social Sciences, CLIL skills are introduced in an extra section which scaffold learning processes. The
entire unit is framed by a discussion of the transformation of a once small family business to one of the
world’s most recognisable brands and the many challenges that come with this development. It draws
attention to the responsibility that consumers – and hence also the students – have in terms of
ecological, economic, and social sustainability, and thus fosters critical thinking.

Lesson plansback

69
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1. Introduction: Adidas – A Global 
Player:  Learning Objectives

Time required: approx. 45 mins

Content • Students analyse Adidas’ supply chain in terms of locations (all levels).

• Students can trace and explain the journey of an Adidas product from its inception to its 
production (all levels).

• Students develop a understanding of what it means to be a global player (all levels).

• Students define the term “global player” and apply it to Adidas (all levels).

Language • Students can understand relevant information on websites (all levels).

• Students can present and explain Adidas’ global supply chain (all levels).

• Students can communicate about what they have learnt (all levels).

CLILSkills • Students can create a map of Adidas’ supply chain with Google Maps / Google Earth (all levels).

back to Unit 1 next
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Approximately 45 minutes

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement
• Tgivesanoverviewoftheaimsand  

contentsoftheteachingunit
• Texplains theuseofdigitalmedia

• tablet/laptopcomputers

• screen/projectoror  
electronic
whiteboard

• wholeclass

Lead-in
10 mins

• Traisesquestionofthissession:What  happens
betweenashoe’sinceptionandits  production?

• Sspeculateaboutthestepsbetween  
inceptionandproduction

• wholeclass

Elaboration
20 mins

• Sgatherinformation onlineandcreatea  map
ofthecompany’ssupplychain

• basedontheir findings, Sdefine theterm ‘  global
player’

• tablet/laptopcomputers • partnerwork

• S present and discuss their maps

• S present their definitions of a global player  and 
apply it to Adidas

• screen/projectoror  
electronic
whiteboard

• wholeclass

back to Unit 1 next

1. Introduction: Adidas – A Global 
Player:  Lesson Plan

Presentation/ 
discussion/  

reflection 10 mins

Advance
organiser

5 mins
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Content • Students engage in research about the founder of Adidas and the company’s beginnings. They will gain a first

understanding of the relevant socio-historical background. (all levels)

• Students can retell events and begin to classify intentions of a historical figure. (all levels)

• Students assess and evaluate a historical situation. (intermediate)

Language • I can read and understand the information regarding the company's beginnings provided on the company’s

website. (easy level)
• I can imagine how Mr Dassler would have told his own story and engage in ficticious dialogue.

(intermediate and advanced levels)
• I can critically reflect on the social conditions at the time the company was founded and put myself into the

position of a critical journalist. (advanced level)

• I can remember and link my ideas about the founding years of Adidas. (all levels)

CLILSkills • Describing and interpreting events (easy / intermediate) / gain a critical insight into socio-historical

conditions (advanced)

back to Unit 2 next

2. Adidas – A Local Manufacturer 
in a  Wash Kitchen:
Learning Objectives
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Approximately 90 minutes

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement
Lead-in
10 mins

• Preparation / Brainstorm: Students create a  list of all 
the facts that they know about the  brand Adidas.

• Worksheets with list • individual work

Elaboration
30 mins

• S visit the company’s website and…

• note down information about the  production 
process & create a mind map  (easy level)

• note down information about the the  founder, 
historical events & conduct an  interview 
(intermediate level)

• note down information about the the  founder & 
conduct an interview(advanced level)

• Tablet / laptop
computer

• group work

• S gather in mixed groups of all levels,  exchange 
about their findings & continue  completing the 
table

• S note down which aspects they might wish  to 
continue to learn about

• Worksheets with list • group work

2. Adidas – A Local Manufacturer 
in a  Wash Kitchen:
Lesson Plan

back to Unit 2 next

Presentation/  
reflection
15 mins
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3. The Structural Transformation 
of a  Global Player:
Learning Objectives

Time required:approx. 90 mins

Content • Students develop a critical awareness of the consequences of Adidas’ rapid growth and transformation to a

global player for both the company and its employees (all levels).

• Students analyse critical moments in the transformation of Adidas (all levels).

• Students assess the effects of those critical moments for both the company and its employees (all levels).

• Students can explain and illustrate these effects in terms of a line graph (all levels).

Language • Students can understand items representing critical moments in the transformation of Adidas (all levels).

• Students can talk about a chronology of events (all levels).
• Students can talk about the effects of certain events on the company and on its employees, both in the past  

and in the future (all levels).

• Students can communicate about what they have learnt (all levels).

CLILSkills • Students create and describe a line graph (all levels).

• Students create different future scenarios for the development of Adidas as a global player (all levels).

back to Unit 3 next
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Approximately 90 minutesStep Actions Media Learningarrangement
Lead-in
10 mins

• T introduces students to central question:  How 
did Adidas manage its transformation?

• S speculate about steps or milestone  
events that helped Adidas transform

• wholeclass

• S sort items a–n according to their  
relevance for the company or the  
employees

• S present and discuss their findings + agree  on a 
solution as a class

• individual
work/partner  
work

• wholeclass

• S gather in pairs and create the line graphs
• S pairs then group up and compare,  

discuss, and complete their graphs

• partnerwork

back to Unit 3 next

3. The Structural Transformation 
of a  Global Player:
Lesson Plan

• screen/projector

or  electronic

whiteboard

Elaboration
Step A 
15 mins

Elaboration
Steps B + C  

20 mins
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Step Actions Media Learningarrangement
• T gives an overview of the aims and  

contents of the teaching unit

• T explains the use of digital media

• whole class

• S gather in new groups according to their  

choice of challenge level

• S work on possible future scenarios and  

complete items o–q

• group work

• S present and discuss their scenarios

• S reflect on their learning process using the  

scenario technique / line graph method

• partner / group work

back to Unit 3 next

3. The Structural Transformation 
of a  Global Player:
Lesson Plan

screen/projector
or electronic
whiteboard

Presentation,  
discussion

15 mins

Elaboration
Step D 
15 mins

Presentation,  
discussion,  
reflection;  

Step E 15 mins

76

screen/projector
or electronic
whiteboard



Content • Students develop a critical awareness of the consequences of (cheap/fast) fashion production in a 
globalised

economy (all levels).

• Students analyse aspects of sustainability (economic, ecological, social) in the fashion 

industry using the  example of Adidas (all levels).

• Students critically assess Adidas’s sustainability strategy (all levels).

• Students can explain and illustrate the concept of sustainability (all levels).

Language • Students can follow a video about the socioeconomic impact of fashion production (easy).

• Students can explain the core message of an advertisement on child/slave labour in the fashion 

industry  (intermediate).

• Students can sum up the main points of an article about the environmental impact of the fast fashion 

industry  (advanced).

• Students can communicate about what they have learnt (all levels).

CLILSkills • Describing images/interpreting advertisements (all levels).

back to Unit 4 next

4.GlobalPlayer– Global
Responsibility: LessonPlan
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Approximately 90 minutes

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement

Lead-in
10 mins

• Students take a moment to reflect on what 
is  important to them when buying a new 
pair of  sneakers, then exchange their 
ideas with their  neighbour

• tablet/laptop computers

• screen/projector or  
electronic 
whiteboard to  
present the task

• individual/pair work

Elaboration
20 mins

• S choose a level of difficulty

• Easy: S watch the video and prepare to explain 
to  their partners the term “fast fashion” as well 
as the  problems it causes

• Intermediate: S examine the campaign ad 
and  prepare to present it to their partners

• Advanced: S read the article on the environmental  
impact of the (fast) fashion industry. They make a 
top  five list of the most interesting facts and 
provide their  partners with some background 
information on these  facts

• ear phones to listen to 
the  video (easy)

• individual work/group  
work

back to Unit 4

4.GlobalPlayer– Global
Responsibility: LessonPlan
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Approximately 90 minutes

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement

• S form mixed groups (easy, intermediate, 
advanced)  and present their findings to their 
partners

• S decide on the level of difficulty for the next task
• S assess Adidas’s sustainability strategy

- • group work

back to Unit 4

4.GlobalPlayer– Global
Responsibility: LessonPlan

Presentation/  
discussion/  
Reflection
10 mins
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